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victory over the Huns (A. C. 456). Skandagupta died about
A. C. 467 and the Guptas lost the province of Gujarata
soon after.
II
Though these colonies, Anupa, Anartta, Saurashtra,
Kaccha and Aparanta were administered by Madhyadesa
only intermittently, they were always dominated by
Aryan culture. The early Aryan settlers brought with
them their own civilization, and always looked for
fresh inspiration to the home of their ancestors. They
married the daughters of the aborigines freely and
imposed their superior civilization on those with whom
they so mingled. Later waves of Aryan immigrants came
from different parts of North India and settled in these
colonies; but each of them retained its exclusive corporate
existence though evolving, with others, a common life
on the Aryan model. In convenient centres, adventurous
Rshis established their hermitages—asramas—which pre-
served the high traditions of Aryan life in all its purity.
There the Rshis lived, their character, learning and ideals
their only source of power and influence, uplifting, unifying,
and radiating Aryan ideals in thought, word and deed.
These asramas were the strongholds of civilization. They
flourished in an unbroken chain all over India, and
maintained living contact with each other and with the
seats of learning in the Gangetic valley and in the forests
of Brahmavarta and Naimisha, where new ideals of life and
thought were being brought into existence by great sages*
It is difficult to describe this culture within the limits of a
few sentences, though the life and literature of India have
owed so much to it. It consisted of rituals and myths; of
modes of life and canons of conduct; of traditions ; of a
wealth of language and literature; of great theories and
living ideals. Among other things, it consisted of the
following:
(1) a sense of historic continuity, preserved through a
belief in the Vedas as the source of all inspiration, giving
to all races, of whatever origin, a conscious unity of life
and history;

